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Parking Lot & Security Office Set for Poser 

Product URL https://www.poserworld.com/security-office-and-parking-lot-prop-set-for-poser

Short Description:  On of the most versitle sets you will find.   Security Office and Parking Lot 

(Prop Set for Poser) a security shack with interior & exterior props and a massive lighted and 

parking lot designed tor the highly detailed SuperStore Shopping Plaza, this lot renders spectacular 

in Superfly and Firefly with vehicles and the surrounding a concrete pad for is perfect for any 

commercial building, stadium,. sports event, convention tent or action movie set.  Concrete, 

asphault, reflective lines, and many other industral Poser shaders and textures included.   The 

pavement lines, asphault, lines and lot curb are thier own material channels.  So much more, read 

below. 

The office desk and chairs have several morphs and material options that allow for many types and 

designs.

Full Description:  Parking Lot Set & Security Office (Prop Set for Poser)A detailed parking lot and 

security office scene for poser including, lined asphault and concrete lot, security lights and lamp 

posts, fire extinguisher, microwave oven, automatic drip coffee machine, morphing desk & chair. 

with multiple material choices. A security office and lined rectangular parking lot with square 

concrete pad in center for structure or park feature. Try with rendering IDL enabled with black 

background or atmospherics for really dramatic effects. The Security Office and Parking Lot ser is 

part of the SuperStore Shopper Plaza prop sets (sold seperately or as a bundle) and so the prop will 

load to orient within the SuperStore Shopping Plaza.  If you prefer to use this prop set 

independantly, load the prop and then use the props x and y trans and y rotation to 0,0 and 0 

degrees and then save to your prop library under a separate name.Advertising and brands are 

unique and originally concieved. This product is licensed for 2D and 3D Game/Media publishing in 

when protected accordance to the licence terms.The Security & Parking Lot Set scene set 

include:Parking Lot with separate material zones for lines, structure pad and pavement.Security 

Shack with Security Office InteriorMorphing security desk (customizable style & layout)Morphing 

chair (customizable basic chair style)CCTV monitorSecurity CameraFire ExtinguisherAutomatic 

Drip Coffee MachineMicrowave OvenHandcuffsSingle light lamp postDouble light lamp postWall 

mounted lampCeiling hung lamp



Price $10.99

SKU:  0AA066B5












